With the energy spacing and selection rules in hand for the rigid rotor and harmonic oscillator, we can predict that a spectrum would look something like the following (again ignoring relative intensities):
ISOTOPIC EFFECTS
Let's think about what happens to rotational and vibrational energies when we substitute different isotopes in for one or more atoms. The classic example is substitution of a deuterium atom for a hydrogen (e.g., HCl vs. DCl) What will happen to the rotational constant, B (assuming the bond length stays approximately the same)? Well, B is proportional to (1 / µ) so B will decrease when D is substituted for H! What about vibrations? Think about how reduced mass affects ω e . Vibrational frequencies will also go down when D is substituted for H! We expect (qualitatively) that a spectrum of e.g., DCl, will have an absorption at a lower ω e than HCl and rotational line spacing that is also smaller.
THE ANHARMONIC OSCILLATOR
Let's think a bit more critically about the harmonic oscillator approximation. Does the potential ever allow the atoms to not "feel" each other? In other words, if molecules were truly harmonic oscillators could we ever break chemical bonds by stretching the two atoms apart? The answer of course is NO! The harmonic oscillator potential continues to be attractive as the bond distance goes to infinity. Real potentials of molecules look more like this (as you've seen before):
We can pull a few very key ideas from this picture:
• The harmonic oscillator approximation should work well (and does!) for low amplitude vibrations (potential energies near the bottom of the well) • The energy levels grow closer together at higher energies • The eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian (ψ v ) will look different: specifically, they will have larger magnitudes at greater values of (r -R e ). In addition, their symmetry is broken, which will relax the ∆v = 1 selection rule (and we'll leave it at that!).
• Two quantities are related to how much energy is required to break the bond that is stretching:
o D e is the energy measured from the bottom of the potential well o D 0 is the energy measured from the zero-point energy (approximately ½ω e ) and is the "true" measure of a bond strength Another important effect shows up in spectra. At higher vibrational energies, the average bond distance (R e ) is longer! Because of this, the rotational constant B is different for each vibrational state. Because of this difference, the rotational lines in the P-branch tend to spread apart while the rotational lines in the R-branch bunch together.
